This paper gives a concise parametrization of all identity interactors of a discrete-time multivariable square system. This is performed by means of a state-space description computed from a given particular interactor of the system. The paper then proposes a select8ion of the parameter which leads to an all-pass closed-loop transfer matrix. This closed-loop system turns out to be equivalent to a certain LQ (linear quadratic) optimal feedback system. A numerical example is given to illustrate the results.
Introduction
A ripecial polynomial matrix called an interactor plays an essential role in various fields of multivariable control; see [2] , (61, [9] , just to name a few. This 
with h;j[z] being appropriate polynomials of certain degrees.
The interactor is introduced in order to generalize the (concept of the relative degree of scalar systems into the multivariable case. In this sense, however, it is enough to pose Condition (1); the lower triangular structure in (2) and (3) is required only because of algorithmic simplicity as well as guaranteeing uniqueness. Various modifications of this concept have thus been attempted in literature [3] , [4], [5] .
A natural definition in this context has been given by [3] ; namely, a polynomial matrix L T [~] is called an
identity interactor iff lim L~[ z l T ( z ) =Im

2-00 (4)
with I,,, denoting the identity matrix. This appears to be more useful than the original definition (1) - An important feature of the identity interactor is nonuniqueness. In this sense, it should be more desirable to parametrize the set of all possible LT[L] which are identity interactors for a given T ( t ) , rather than studying a specific one of them. It is also desirable if we can give some guidelines aa to which identity interactor should be selected when designing a control system. In this case, Condition (5) is automatically satisfied. In view of this fact, the item ii) gives a natural generalization of the diagonal interactor into the nondiagonalizable case. All-pass interactor is also found in [ 4 ] , by the name of unitary interactor, in the context of explicit formula of the LQ optimal control.
The item iii) is given in order to clarify the controltheoretic meaning of the obtained interactor.
Throughout the paper we use the bracket [.] as in A[%]
for polynomial matrices, and the parenthesis (.) as in A( z ) for rational function matrices, in order to avoid confusion of these two different categories.
Parametrization of Interactors
Consider the discrete-time system Z E R " , uEIRm, y E I R m .
Throughout the paper, we assume that the (square)
transfer matrix " ( 2 ) = C(zln -A)-'B is nonsingular on the field of all rational functions, and that this system has no unstable invariant zeros. We will not use the explicit values of ( A , B , C ) but will use only the knowledge of a corresponding particular interac-
together with M T , so that the result may be applied to adaptive control design in future work.
Lemma 1 Consider ET[z]
and MT in (l), (2), and (3) for a system (6), (7) . Then, any polynomial matrix LT[L] is an identity interactor iff
Proof (Necessity) If LT[z] is an identity interactor, then we have lim ~T [ z ] t T [ z ] -'
by definition. Hence (8) 
Selection of An Interactor
In this section we show how to select an interac-
tor LT[%] such that the closed-loop transfer matrix N ( z ) = LT[%]-'
has the all-pass property (5). This is done by making full use of the degree of freedom of the identity interactors revealed in Section 2.
Theorem 1 Consider (~[ z ]
and MT in (I), (2), and (3), and the realization (A,B,C) as in Lemma 2.
Co:mpute a positive semi-definite solution P to the discrete-time Riccati equation
P i i i i A T P A -A T~B ( B T P B ) -l B T P A~~T~, (12)
ancl obtain the LQ optimal gain Finally, take an identity interactor
LT[z] := MT-~(&[z] + ROS[z]). (14)
Then, the closed-loop transfer matrix N ( z ) Also, note that in this case
CZ(%) = ST[%]-'
from (9) and the definition of g(z).
Kalman equation (15) is reduced to
Hence the
WT(r-')BTPBW(2) = ( & -[ Z -' ] -' )~& [ Z ] -~. (16)
On the other hand, by substituting (10) into (14) we have
MTLT[%](T[%]-' = 1 , + E o ( % I d -A)-'B = w(Z).
Hence by pre-and post-multiplying It is fairly easy to solve the Riccati equation in this case, as will be shown in a later example. We should note here that if a particular interactor is diagonal, then the equation has a trivial solution P = I d , xo = 0, and hence
is the very LT[z] that we want. In other words, for the diagonalizabIe case, the particular interactor itself gives the all-pass property ( 5 ) (see Section 1).
LQ optimality
Now we should note that K O introduced in Section 3 is a mere imaginary gain for (A,l?,c) and not an actual feedback law. The feedback corresponding to the resulting L T [~] , however, turns out to be LQ optimal in reality. This section is devoted to showing this. 
for some positive definite constant matrix a, then I< is expressed as
where P is a positive semi-definite solution of the Riccati equation
Proof This can be regarded as a special case of the inverse problem of optimal control. We can not apply, however, an existing solution technique given in [7] , since the control weighting R was assumed to be positive definite there, while R = 0 in the present problem. Instead, we will show it in the following way. Define
A K : = A -B K .
Then AK is stable, and hence the Lyapunov equation We now apply the algorithm given in Sections 2 and 
